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Congratulations,
you are now part
of BySide!
We are very happy to have you with us.

We hope this is going to be an exciting
day for you. If you’re around the office,
by now you probably have already
been given a backpack with your new
laptop, the “house keys” and some office
supplies. Someone gave you a brief intro,
showed you around and introduced you
to your new team.
Don’t worry if you feel a bit
uncomfortable - this is just your first
day! The most important thing is that
you start to feel at home and motivated
for the challenges ahead.

Hopefully this Welcome Book will be
able to answer some of your most
pressing first day questions. We want to
share information about our business,
our purpose, our culture and of course,
our team!

Let’s go!
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BySide: making
things work
since 2006
Take a seat and let us take you back in
time. After all, as Carl Sagan puts it, “you
have to know the past to understand the
present”. If this is true for the cosmos, it’s
also true for business: past experiences,
whether positive or negative, shape us
and our culture.

Before BySide: how the founders met
Our CEO, Vitor Magalhães, was a pioneer
in the early internet days in Portugal,
during the 90s. He worked to build the
first Portuguese Internet Service Provider
(ISP), a non-profit organisation named
PUUG (Portuguese Unix Users Group).
An entrepreneur at heart, he then created
his first company, Infopulse, a first-mover
in the eCommerce/eBusiness space
with projects such as telemoveis.com (a
website about mobile phones and mobile
communications) and ex-colegas.com
(a social network for ex-school buddies before “social networking” was a thing!). It
was at Infopulse that the three founders,

all with an engineering background,
met - Vítor Magalhães, Susana Silva and
Edgar Barbosa (Edgar left the company
in 2019).
Vitor and Edgar had another venture,
Netcall, which was the first Portuguese
voice over IP (VoIP) operator. This project
raised 2.4M € in venture capital (also,
before startup venture capital was a
thing!), but things didn’t go as expected,
many lessons were learned, and
they proved to be very valuable in
the path to build BySide as a
sustainable business.
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2006: Made to work
Our company was officially registered
in 2006. The idea was to register it under
the name BySide but it was not available
at the time (some other company
had a similar name), so we used it as
a trademark instead, and called the
company Made to Work.

This embodied our approach to the
market, which is still very much in order
today: more than creating technology, we
want to turn it into something valuable
for our customers’ businesses. It’s not
enough to build shiny objects... we need
to make them work!

2007: Click2Call is born and growth
through partnerships
In 2007 we partnered with Cofina,
one of the largest media groups in
Portugal, to launch display ads with the
Click2Call feature.
Our value proposition was to connect
websites with contact centres by
generating free calls, and allow agents
to guide users through their web
journey. Wohoo!
A very simple idea that turned out
to be revolutionary - so much that
Click2Call has been our platform’s
most famous feature since then.

And this idea of connecting online and
offline has only gained relevance with
time, as business strategists came up
with concepts such as “omnichannel
retail” (the ability to provide the same
customer experience across several
points of contact).
We also partnered with a Braga-based
IT company, Multivector, to create web
solutions for the real estate market, and
with IziDeal, the first price comparison
website in Portugal.
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2008: BySide went viral
We launched a campaign for our
customer MEO that featured the famous
Portuguese comedy troupe Gato
Fedorento. The goal was to promote
satellite TV in remote locations.
On the campaign website, users would
watch a video where the four comedians,
dressed in Star Trek-like suits, promised
that MEO’s satellite TV was available
regardless of where customers lived.
This was an interactive experience: they
would go on and ask viewers to fill a form
with their hometown’s name and phone
number.
The video would then be personalised
- they pointed to a map with the town’s
name on it, and called the number to
inform people that they did have access
to MEO’s satellite TV at home.
Although it was just a recording and not
a real person on the other end of the line,
it had a very realistic feel because you
could see them calling on video.

This was an incredibly successful
campaign, with 4 million visits and
more than half a million calls in...
four days!
Speaking of interaction, we also created
a special Christmas card for Google
(Portugal), in which the company’s
general manager called his coworkers to
wish them Happy Holidays. So yes, this
means Google was a customer at some
point - not a bad one to have on our
portfolio!

2010: Scaling up
We grew fast in 2010 by acquiring large
accounts such as NOS and Santander.
We also started our commercial
representation in Madrid. There is a
curious story behind this one: our first
sales rep in Spain, Ignacio, worked
for a local competitor, but was so

impressed by Vítor’s ability to win the
Santander account (which he was trying
to win himself) that he proposed to
start working for BySide instead. Oh,
and by the way, we won Santander
by bootstraping our first Video2Call
solution!

14
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2011 - 2012: Lead Activation is born
In 2011 we started to include the “Lead
Activation” signature on our logo.
This happened mostly because, at the
time, it was difficult to position ourselves
in the digital marketing industry as a
company that was not involved in the so
called “lead generation” business (online
advertising, affiliate marketing, and other
activities whose goal is to drive visitors to
websites).
Lead Activation described our business
in a very broad sense: the ability to
convert visitors into buyers. Again, this is
still valid today.

Other milestones for this period include
winning Real Madrid as a customer,
creating an interactive TV ad for mobile
operator TMN, and moving our entire
infrastructure from Lisbon to Porto with
no downtime!
But perhaps the most significant
was the fact that we were included
in the Deloitte Fast 500 ranking
as one of the fastest growing
technology companies in EMEA
(Europe, Middle East and Africa),
a feat that we repeated the
following year.

2014 - 2016: Consolidating growth
What happens when business grows fast?
You need to understand how to respond
to the market.

managing remote sales teams is!

So this was mostly a period of
consolidation. We were considered
“eCommerce Cool Vendor” by global IT
consultants at Gartner. Most importantly,
our customers seemed to be happy: EDP
awarded us the “EDPartners” prize in the
Customer Relationship category, and NOS
gave us their Innovation prize (for SMBs).

We tested the market response to Bytalk,
our SMB (Small and Medium Business)
platform, as a concept and a prototype at
the first WebSummit edition in Portugal,
in 2016. BySide was also represented at
the event. Those were absolutely hectic
days! Groups of 10 to 20 people would
gather around the stall to watch the Bytalk
demo - our current partnership with L’Óreal
originated in one of those sessions.

We made a few attempts at
internationalisation, in Mexico and
the UK, which showed us how difficult

Another very important milestone for us
was to have been considered the 9th best
company to work for in Portugal (by Exame).
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2017 - 2019: Going global
2017 brought entirely different challenges
to our team, both commercially and
technically, as we onboarded new - giant
- customers.
We started to work with Oi, a telco in
Brazil, and IKEA, with a global contract.
This made us rethink our infrastructure
and processes and implement significant
changes. Firstly, we had to add a third data
centre with a 100% virtualised structure
and 4 separate geographical zones. We

also started to recognise that our way of
doing things - which was very much a
“move fast and break things” approach was probably not the most adequate at
this stage. So we started to implement new
processes, with Agile and DevOps culture
in mind.
Bytalk was also starting to bring its first
customers - we closed a partnership with
NOS so that their B2B team could sell our
solution to their own customers.
1.

check https://bit.ly/3kiOOwA for more on this

2020 and beyond
2020… well, it has been a tough one for
all of us, and we’re still figuring the world
out. But one thing hasn’t changed: our
values and our ambition.

And now that we
have you onboard,
we’re unstoppable!

You bet!
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BySide and Bytalk:
one company,
two purposes
BySide, the Lead Activation company
In the previous section you’ve learned
that BySide presents itself to the market
as a Lead Activation company.
Lead Activation, as opposed
to basic lead generation,
describes a company’s ability to
maximise revenue from existing
opportunities. Rather than focusing
on volume (either for online traffic
or leads), the goal of Lead Activation
is to improve quality and ROI.
But what exactly is the problem we are
trying to solve? And how do we do it?
Since the beginning of the 00s, many
large businesses have been trying to
implement strategies around customercentricity, which basically means that
retailers are focused on building the best
customer experience, regardless of where
the customer is buying: in-store or online.
The concept of omnichannel was born:
customers should be able to browse online
and buy offline, and vice-versa, and their
experience going from one channel to the
other should be seamless.

Most of us, in our consumer role, have
seen this fail - for instance, when we want
to check online if a local furniture store
has stock for a certain product, but this
information is not available; or when we
subscribe a mobile plan over the phone
and later find out that we are not able to
change it in-store.
Particularly in businesses where sales are
mostly assisted (telecommunications,
banking, insurance, …) sales
representatives in “offline” points of
contact (mostly in-store or in the contact
center) are not able to take advantage
of the amount of customer information
that is generated online. If they did, they
could use it not only to provide a more
coherent experience, but to sell more.
The information gap between offline
and online creates another big problem
for business management. Marketing
teams are responsible for investing large
sums of money in advertising and other
lead generation initiatives, but generally
they can only go as far as counting the
number of clicks or leads that those
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efforts have generated. If they’re only
selling online, then it’s fairly easy to count
sales as well. But if most of the sales
happen offline, how can they know how
effective those campaigns were? And if
this knowledge does not exist, how can
managers make informed decisions?
We hear you asking: what in the world
does all this business talk have to do with
BySide? Well, BySide helps companies
improve their ROI (Return-on-Investment)
by solving this information gap. We
eliminate the barriers between online
and offline by combining a powerful
marketing cloud (an integrated suite
of marketing tools available as webbased services) with a cloud contact
centre (a web-based central point of
management for inbound and outbound
communications). We call this natively
integrated solution Lead Activation
Hub1, and it’s entirely developed by our
Engineering team.
But BySide is much more than the Lead
Activation Hub. We have a personalised
approach to each customer, which
starts by understanding their main pain
points and developing specific strategies
to address them. For example, while
some customers might be struggling to
attribute inbound call sales to marketing
campaigns, others have already figured
it out, but they need the process to
become fully automatic. Different stages
of “digital maturity” require different
strategies. Our Account Managers, with
the strategic help of Marketing Customer,
are responsible for understanding these
different needs and finding the right

solutions within the product. The strategy
is then passed onto the Customer
Success Developers, who will execute
it using our product’s most appropriate
features. This is not a one-shot thing,
though: we measure results and provide
constant feedback to the customer,
creating a long-term relationship.

Who buys BySide?
BySide is made for large corporations
with large investments in the digital space
(as we’ve discussed before, our value
proposal is to improve the return on that
investment). We favour businesses where
assisted sales through the contact centre
play an important role (since our product
has a contact centre component). We’ve
already mentioned some of them in the
history section, but here are a few:

1.

You will learn more about the Lead Activation Hub
and its features during your onboarding training.
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BySide branding
Our logo is a fundamental part of our
Identity. Like the company, it has evolved
along with our strategy over the years.
A strong and consistent identity plays
a decisive role in the credibility and
notoriety of our company. It is an
essential part of communication and
sometimes the only visible element to
the general public.

2006 ORIGINAL LOGO

A good Identity is capable of
creating emotional bonds with
your audience at all times.
It is essential to position the institution
and reach the right audience. Therefore,
it is important to ensure that our identity
is correctly applied all times.

2007 REDESIGN

2012 REDESIGN
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Bytalk, it’s easy to sell online
You might recall us mentioning Bytalk as
our SMB platform in the history section,
but we still haven’t told you anything else
about it.
Bytalk was born out of lost business
opportunities for BySide. It sounds
odd to put it this way, but it’s probably
the most truthful way to say it. Since
BySide started to gain traction in the
market, we have been approached
countless times by smaller companies
that wanted to know more about
our platform’s features, particularly
Click2Call. Unfortunately we were
not able to help these companies
- the BySide business model, with
a personalised approach, does not
allow us to price our solution so that it
becomes accessible to lower budgets.

Who buys Bytalk?
Bytalk is sold directly online and through
partnerships. As mentioned before, we
partnered with NOS for the distribution of
the platform among their B2B customers,
and with L’Óreal for distribution across
their beauty salons.
Bytalk’s customers currently are mostly
in the sectors of health and beauty,
business services, retail, sports & leisure
and auto. You can find some examples
below.

It made sense, then, to use our technical
know-how to build a simpler platform,
with only some of the features of its
bigger sister, and with a self-service
model that made low prices viable.
Bytalk is an easy to use application
that smaller companies can use to
communicate with their customers
via email, sms, chat and click2call2.
We plan to turn it into a customer
management tool (with CRM-like
features) that is accessible and
adapted to the needs of small,
multi-tasking teams.

2. as of October 2020, when this version of the
Welcome Book was written.
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Bytalk branding
Our logo is the touchstone of our brand
and one of our most valuable assets.
We need to ensure that our brand
maintains a consistent look and feel no
matter where in the world it’s seen. This
requires strict dedication to standards. A
identity Manual is provided to keep the
brand unique.

We all need to work together
to comply with and apply these
guidelines. We know we can
count on you.

CHAPTER THREE
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Get to know
the team
Although you were hired for a particular
role within a specific team, it’s important
that you understand how the company
is structured. Needless to say that we
should all share the same culture and the
same goals - and by the way, that’s why
our senior management team is called
TeamOne.

If you want to know more about the
people that work at BySide, from their
dreams and goals to favourite books and
movies, you can check our team here:
https://www.byside.com/meetourteam

Which & where
Customer Success
3rd floor, front

Marketing
3rd floor, back

Here you can find the Customer Success
team that has two “sub-teams”: Account
Managers and Customer Success
Developers. The Account Managers first
ones are the first line of communication
between our customers and us on a daily
basis, while the front-end and back-end
developers are the ones who set up the
clients’ initiatives on the platform.

The Marketing department has two roles:
Customer Marketing and Operational
Marketing. The Customer Marketing
is responsible for the development
of business strategies and a more
consultative approach of our clients. The
Operational Marketing team develops our
brands, creates awareness and guarantees
quality and coherence in our internal
communications.
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Finance, HR and
Management
2nd floor, front
Our Finance team makes sure that we
get the money to pay everyone’s salaries.
Pretty important role, one would say! They
analyse service consumption, generate
invoices and ensure revenue collection,
among many other important tasks.
HR (which sort of hotdesks around the
office, but it’s mostly based next to
Finance) is much more than recruitment!
They are responsible for building our
culture and guaranteeing that everyone’s
happy at the workplace.
In our own sort of Oval Office,
right next to Finance, we find
our CEO and COO (which are
Vítor and Susana, respectively,
the co-founders). And if you’re
wondering what these two do…
well, it’s probably enough to say
that they run the whole thing :)

Sales
2nd floor, back
The Sales team are our business
developers for BySide and Bytalk. They
are the ones responsible for scouting
new prospects, scheduling meetings to
show them what BySide is all about, so
they can turn these prospects into new
customers.

Engineering
Ground floor
The Engineering team is structured
around several functional areas, such
as Development, Quality Assurance
(QA), Product, Systems (Infrastructure
and SRE) and Security. Although this
functional separation exists, everyone
works under the principles of the DevOps
culture.
This means that people should have the
entire application lifecycle in mind, from
development and testing to deployment
and IT operations.
We also apply Agile methodologies to our
development process, with continuous
integration/delivery.

Office management
Ground floor
Our gatekeepers! Office managers have
a crucial role guaranteeing that everyone
is able to work in a safe and comfortable
environment.
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Team structure
The current BySide structure is relatively
new in the company. 2021 brought new
goals to the company and to overcome a
growth plateau we established new KPIs.
To achieve these ambitious goals and
to grow faster we started working in a
RevOps model.
RevOps means Revenue Operations.
It is the integration of all operations
(marketing, sales and customer success)
in one department that keeps all
members accountable to the revenue
brought in. This cross-functional
collaborative model provides a better
view of the customer journey. Revenue
becomes a full organizational process
rather than an outcome.

The Benefits of a RevOps
approach
Predictable Growth
RevOps brings predictability to our
growth through consistent and accurate
measurement. With the RevOps model we
know what is working, what is not working
so well and how much we are growing.
Core Metrics
The Sales team has its own metrics, as
the Customer Success team. Marketing
shares both of the previous metrics. And
above all these specific metrics there
are the RevOps general revenue metrics,
applied to all teams.
Alignment

CUSTOMER LIFECYCLE

Sales

Customer Success

Marketing

Revenue Operations

It brings all teams on the same page
and makes them accountable for the
revenue brought in, assuring that every
initiative has a measurable impact on
the funnel, from awareness to the final
phase. Aligned teams generate 38% more
revenue in 27% less time.

Customer-led business
requests (BySide)
Let’s say a customer sends us an email
requesting a new campaign to be set up
on the platform. The account manager
will analyse this request and understand
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if it makes sense from two different
perspectives:
• the customer’s business perspective
- if implementing it will add value
to the customer’s business and
contribute to goal attainment
• our business perspective - if the
implementation is viable or if it
will require too much effort for the
expected revenue, while possibly
defrauding customer expectations
and hurting customer loyalty
Finding the sweet spot among all of
these variables is a very difficult task and
requires experience and, above all, good
judgement, as it can’t be solved through
mathematical models.
Once the campaign is accepted and its
definition closed, the account manager
will break it down into several tasks,
which will be passed on to a technical
Customer Success team member
(through our own Tasks3 application).
They will analyze these tasks and
distribute them among team members
according to their customer knowledge
and technical skill. They will also estimate
how much time it will take to complete
the task (estimations are available to
the Customer Success team through
the Tasks application). Once a task is
finished, it will go through QA and, if the
tests are OK, it goes back to the account
manager.

3. You can find you access on Annex I

Customer-led business
requests that require
changes to the Lead
Activation Hub (BySide)
Some customer requests might make
sense from a business point of view, but
are not possible to implement in the
platform as is. In this case, the Customer
Success team can submit these requests
to the consideration of our product
managers (a shared role between
engineering and c-level management).
If it gets approved, it will be sent to the
development backlog to be inserted in
our product roadmap.
An important note about this: while our
customers’ needs are taken very seriously
when setting up our roadmap, we also
need to respond to market trends and
our own business strategy. We need to
balance different interests and priorities,
which is never an easy task!

Platform bugs identified
by the customer/sales/
operations (BySide & Bytalk)
As American computer scientist Alan Perlis
said, “there are two ways to write error-free
programs; only the third one works”.
Bugs happen, and while most of them are
caught by our QA managers, some might
eventually be detected by people in our
Customer Success team, or, in the worstcase scenario, by our customers.
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Bugs are reported in our Tasks tool
using specific templates that, among
other things, will ask what are the steps
you need to take to reproduce it. If an
account manager reports a bug, an
operations team member will verify that
report, and if it’s valid, they will assign it
to the development team.

To sum up

The Operations team will close most
of their tasks in 48h. They work for the
customers, even when they do not
interact directly with them.

SALES

OPERATIONS

ENGINEERING

TIME UNITS

Engineering’s time unit is usually a
sprint4, and although the product
roadmap is influenced by our customers
and their needs, it is created and
controlled by product managers. This
means engineers do not interact directly
with customers or their representatives in
the company (the account managers).

JIT Just in time

Day

Sprint

CUSTOMER

As you can conclude from the
descriptions above, all teams need to
work together on a daily basis. However,
the focus of each team is different, and
so are execution times.

People in the Customer Success team are
always alert, and ready to solve customer
requests, doubts and issues as fast as
possible.

Customer

Customer/Sales

BySide/Product

4. A sprint is a concept of the Scrum development
methodology that defines a set period of time
during which specific work has to be completed and
made ready for review and release. We work with
two week sprints as of October 2020.

Different
Customers and
working speed
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Culture and Values
Why are values important to us?
They help us in our decision-making
process; if you don’t know what is the
right thing to do, look for guidance in
your values.
Values educate customers, and potential
customers, about who BySide is and
clarify our identity.

People will never be happy, or make
others happy, if they are not aligned with
the same core values. At BySide we
have our own “10 Commandments”.
But although we jokingly refer to them
like this, we want you to understand
and share them, rather than just feel
obligated to follow them.

Byside 10 Commandments
1

Focus on long-term
success

3

Be a “No-Ego” doer

We never drive our actions by their
immediate return. We don’t “sell stuff”
to customers, we add real value and we
solve real problems. Revenue and loyalty
are a natural consequence of the value
that we deliver.

We don’t attach our personal beliefs to
ideas and we always let others have their
say. We approach new ideas with an open
mind, we value receptiveness, tolerance
and cooperation. Whenever you see a
problem, ask yourself: “What can we do
to make it better?”

2

4

Focus on building real
instead of perceived value

We focus on what we know will improve
our customers’ business results, and this
can be different from what they think is
best for them. We are not afraid to show
why others might be wrong, and that we
have a better answer and we can prove it.

Live smarter,
not harder

We value how productive people are,
not how many extra hours they work.
Take time off work to do what makes
you happy - and come back with
energy and positivity.
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5

Choose positivity
and happiness

8

Challenge yourself to
do the right thing,
even if it’s hard

We strive to approach things positively
and with optimism, avoiding a “pointing
the finger” culture. We try to solve
problems instead of complaining and
expecting others to do it for us. We let
the other person save face, even if they
are clearly wrong. We are deliberate
about giving genuine appreciation.

We always choose what’s best for
customers and the company in the longterm. We correct mistakes even when no
one is noticing. We strive to provide the
best solution, even if that means losing
profit. We get excited about being able to
help others.

6

9

Treat all people
with respect

We treat all people with respect and
dignity regardless of their gender, race,
background, status, abilities or beliefs.

7

Treat every problem
as an opportunity

We accept that problems are inevitable
and know that they always hide one or
more solutions. We objectively evaluate
risks and consequences, trying to ignore
negative reactions and always focus on
improvements.

Default to transparency
and clarity

We are proud to share our beliefs, failures,
strengths and decisions. We always state
our thoughts with honesty. We share
early in the decision process to avoid
“big revelations”. We avoid making
assumptions, and always ask that extra
question to make sure we have the full
picture. We use radical transparency as
a tool.

10 Promote and

protect our brand

Our brand and our name is our
reputation. We are honest and we don’t
make promises that we aren’t willing to
keep. We don’t claim to be experts in
something that we don’t understand.
We admit our mistakes when things go
wrong. We protect the brand as
we protect our own name.

RULE 0

Use best judgment in all
situations. Or simply…
Do The Right Thing!
Got it!

CHAPTER FIVE
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Personal and
professional
development
It’s a little cliché’d to say this, but we
are committed to your personal and
professional growth, as this is the only
way we can be successful together.

Onboarding, in-house
training and training budget
On your first day you will probably hear
about our onboarding process5. We want
you to understand how each team works,
how daily routines feel like and how
people interact with others.
You will spend some time (not more than
a few days) working with every other
team, have them show you what they do
and perhaps even taking part in some of
their tasks. Don’t get scared - no one will
force software developers to participate
in client meetings or business developers
to code. You’ll be a keen observer with a
critical approach.

We are also developing an in-house
training program to help you understand
our company, our business and our
technology better. As this is constantly
evolving, please ask your team leader or
manager about the contents and how you
can get access to this training program.
Besides in-house training, each
team has an annual budget to
spend on other training resources
for their teams. This budget can be
spent on books, e-learning courses,
workshops, conferences or other
events. Your team leader can give
you more details about this.

5. The onboarding schedule and program may vary
according to team availability
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Constant feedback
We encourage constant feedback
between you and the person or people
who are leading you, and this goes both
ways (top-down and bottom-up).
Also, whenever you have a problem or
a question, you are more than welcome
to speak your mind and talk to whoever
makes you more comfortable: be it your
manager, HR or the CEO (really, you can
knock on his door whenever you like).
Because it’s difficult to make sure that
feedback happens organically, there are
two moments where this conversation
must happen:
• Quarterly one-on-one meetings
between you and your manager,
to offer you support, develop your
relationship and ensure mutual
accountability
• Biannual performance reviews,
where you self-assess your
performance, your manager reviews
your work, and you can both discuss
what’s needed to improve

Career development plan
Our career development plan has the
following levels, with associated salary
ranges:

SENIOR LEVEL 2
CHALLENGER
AWESOME
EFFECTIVE

SENIOR LEVEL 1
CHALLENGER
AWESOME
EFFECTIVE

REGULAR LEVEL 2
CHALLENGER
AWESOME
EFFECTIVE

REGULAR LEVEL 1
CHALLENGER
AWESOME
EFFECTIVE

JUNIOR LEVEL 2
CHALLENGER
EFFECTIVE

JUNIOR LEVEL 1

TRAINEE
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Each level has specific criteria around
topics such as your knowledge of tools
and concepts, the complexity of the
tasks you will be given to solve and the
level of supervision you will need6.
Based on these criteria and on what they
already know of you and your previous
experience, your manager will identify
your most likely position in the plan.
Of course we understand that you’re
arriving now and there’s a big learning
curve ahead of you. Six months after
you joined, you will have your first
performance review, and this is when we
will confirm your position in the plan.
How does progression work? It’s simple:
• Your biannual performance reviews
will classify you as “Effective”,
“Awesome” or “Challenger7”
• You only need one classification as
“Awesome” to move to this sub-level
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• You don’t need to go through all the
sub-levels in order to jump to higher
levels
• If you and your manager feel that,
for some reason, you haven’t been
able to progress, they will work on
an improvement plan together with
HR, and work to provide you with the
best tools to help you achieve your
goals
Another important note: although we
would love to increase your salary
every time you show us great work, we
need to keep our company financially
sustainable; salaries will be reviewed
annually, and this review will take three
aspects into consideration:
• your performance
• your position in the salary range
associated to your level
• the existing budget for salary reviews

• You will need two subsequent
“Challenger” classifications to move
to this sub-level

Profit-sharing scheme

• It’s also possible to go down the
ladder, but for that you need to
have two subsequent reviews with
classifications under your current
position

Your success is crucial to the success of
our business. So regardless if your direct
goal is to get new customers onboard
or build a stellar product, if you achieve
your goals we will be one step closer to
become a more profitable company.

• On your second review of the year,
you might be eligible to move up
a level (from junior to regular, or
regular to senior), if you meet the
criteria associated with that level

Because we want this to be real
rather than just fancy conversation,
we’ve created a sharing scheme
in which 10-15% of the profit
is distributed among all team
members (except for partners).
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The distribution is made according to a
point-based system that rewards length
of service, with the following rules:

To calculate each
coworker’s points

To calculate the value
of each point

1

1

We calculate the sum of all
individual points

2

We divide 10-15% of the total profit
value by the result of this sum

Divide your monthly salary (gross)
per 100, and multiply by 12 (months)
to get your points for last year (the
year that profits refer to)

Ex. Mary earned 1500€ last year so
she will get 180 points ([1500/100] x 12
months).

2

Divide your monthly salary for each
year (gross) per 200, and multiply
by X months of service (excluding
the first 18 months) on that year to
get your additional length of service
points

Ex. Mary joined the company in February
the previous year, so her 19th month
at the company was August last year.
The eligible period then is from August
to December last year (5 months). She
was earning 1500€ per month (gross).
She will get 37,5 length of service points
([1500/200]x5).

3

Add last year’s points with length of
service points to get your total

Ex. Mary gets 217,5 points.

Ex. Profits last year were 200 000€ and
we’ll distribute 15% (15000€). The total
number of points is 10 000. The value of
each point is 20€. This means Mary will
get 4350€ (217,5 x 20).

Please note that you will get
40% of your share in the first year,
30% in the second year and 30%
in the third year with us.

6. For more information, please ask HR about career
development plan criteria
7. Note that Trainees and Juniors - Level 1 do not
have these sub-levels, and Juniors - Level 2 only
have two of them

B I L L G AT E S

“Be nice to geeks.
Chances are you’ll end
up working for one.”
Now you tell me...
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Practical tips for
your everyday
life at BySide
Remote work
It’s no secret that the future of work is
becoming more remote, particularly after
the Covid-19 pandemic broke out8.
To “default to transparency and clarity”
(our value #9), we have always been
hesitant to embrace remote work fully.
It’s not that we are fundamentally against
it - it’s just very hard to find a one-fits-all
policy when there are many different
teams, with different processes and
collaboration needs.
That said, we do understand the
advantages of remote work. But we are
still learning about the best ways to
implement it without losing efficiency
and motivation (it’s much more than just
reproducing the office routine at home!).
Since guidelines around remote work
might change, please ask your team leader
what is the current policy for your team.

Working hours
We like our teams and customers to
collaborate as much as possible, which

means they have to work synchronously
during the day. For this to happen, we
require people to work from 10h to 17h
(with a 1 hour lunch break). This leaves
you with 2 work hours per day which you
can manage flexibly (arrive earlier and
leave earlier, arrive later and leave later).
While people occasionally choose to push
themselves to work extra hours in order to
achieve a certain goal, working overtime is
normally a sign of a fundamental failure in
planning or communication. If this happens
at BySide, it probably means something
needs to be reevaluated and corrected.
We work hard to hire the best people, so
we want you to stay with us and we know
that’s only possible if you have the right
work life balance.
If you find that you are constantly
working long hours, or just generally feel
like that your schedule is out of whack,
be sure to raise the issue with your
manager and or HR.

8. For more information, please ask HR about our
contingency plan; note that remote work rules might
change in order to adapt to the public health situation
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Holiday time
You have 22 days off for holidays per
year. We hope you make the best of it!
However please note that you should
ask your manager for approval for
the specific days you want to take off.
As BySide never closes (apart from
weekends and public holidays), we need
to coordinate our days off.
Once your manager approves, you should
submit your holiday request using the
appropriate HR template in our Tasks tool.

Health insurance
We care about you and your health is a
priority for us. That’s why we offer you a
Health Insurance plan.

Sick leave
In case you get sick, please let us know.
Depending on the situation, it might be
necessary for you to bring a medical
declaration so we can legally manage
your leave.

Pay Day
On the 26th or 27th of each month :)

Your laptop
You can take your laptop home even if
you’re working from the office.

But please, do make a wise use of it. We
are a digital company and if you don’t
have a computer, you can’t really work…
so take good care of it.
A special note for downloads. If you
really want to download that movie
to watch during the weekend with
your partner, well… don’t! Illegal
downloads aren’t cool in here.

Meeting etiquette
Meetings are very important to
coordinate efforts and they shouldn’t feel
like a waste of time to anyone. To make
sure meetings are productive, we should
follow these simple rules:
• Don’t schedule meetings without
having a concrete purpose and
agenda.
• When you schedule the meeting,
share the agenda with all meeting
attendees.
• Prepare for meetings! Improvisation
is sometimes needed, but it
shouldn’t be the default attitude.
• Be on time. Besides harming
productivity, being late is unfair to
attendees who made an effort to be
punctual. We know that life doesn’t
always go according to plan, but if
that’s the case and you can’t make
it on time, please let other people
know as soon as possible.
• If you’re going to be in a remote
meeting, test your connection
beforehand. It’s the digital equivalent
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to parking your car - you arrive ahead
of your appointments to find a spot.
• Don’t use your laptop or your
phone during meetings. If someone
decided it was important to meet
then it’s because there is a need to
listen to others and discuss ideas. If
you feel the purpose of the meeting
is not being addressed and you’d
rather use that time to work on
something else, make your voice
heard (respectfully, of course) and
try to refocus the conversation.
• Pro tip: yes, we’re a digital company,
but it’s usually much nicer if you
use a classic paper notebook for
your meeting notes. This way you
can take notes silently (no keyboard
noise) and still keep eye contact with
the people in the room.
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available. You will also find a ping-pong
and snooker table for you to enjoy10.

Amenities
We have fresh water, coffee, fruit
delivered directly from local producers,
daily bread and butter, and homemade
soup for lunch11. We also have a parking
contract with the garage on the other
side of the street to our office12.

Wi-fi access
Ask one of your team mates for it. Please,
don’t write passwords down (this applies
to everything, not just the wi-fi). We don’t
need to explain why, do we?
If you connect your personal mobile

Internal referrals policy

phone to our network, please do so in the
“BySide-Guest” network.

We want the best people (like yourself!)
to come work with us.

The other networks will only allow
previously registered devices. This is an
important security rule to be followed
by all.

Whenever you refer a friend, former
colleagues or anybody you know that is
a nice fit and they get hired, you will get
compensation9.
Note: you can refer people even if there
isn’t any published job opening.

Lunch and break room details
There’s a break room in the building that
you are invited to use. You can bring your
meals and use the fridge, microwave
ovens and all the kitchen supplies

9.

For more information, please ask HR about the
referrals policy

10. The use of the ping-pong/snooker table is
temporarily limited due to Covid-19. There are
stipulated shifts for lunch time, and you need to
inform our office manager about your preferred shift.
11. Some of these amenities might be unavailable due
to Covid-19 related security measures.
12. For more information, ask our office managers.
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Access to the building
You were given the keys to the building
and the security code you should use
to arm/disarm the building’s security
system. If you still don’t know how to
do this, please ask our office managers.
Note that you only need to use the
code if you are the first person to arrive
or the last one to leave the building.
If you are the last person to leave
the building or your room, please
make sure that the A/C equipment
is turned off, and that all windows
and doors are closed.
When someone leaves late in the
afternoon/evening, they normally ask in
the company chat group if there’s still
anyone in the building - so don’t find it
odd if you see someone do this. If no one
replies, that means you need to arm the
security system and lock the front door
when you leave. Just like you would do
at home.

Office supplies
If you need any extra supplies, you can
ask our office managers. To do this, you
should use our Tasks tool, where you
will find a specific task template under
the office category.

Communication and
documentation
We use Gmail for email (which you can
access using another email client, such
as Apple Mail, if you prefer).
We use Basecamp as a tool for remote
communication, either through
messaging or posts. We are organised
in team-based groups as well as multiteam projects. Release notes and other
product updates are published regularly
on Basecamp message boards.
We have access to Shared Folders in
an internal server, where we can find
documentation such as marketing
resources, sales decks, billing files,
and many more.
We use Jira for Engineering project
management.
We use Zoom for video conferencing
(with internal and external attendees).
We use our own FileSharing tool (in
the Lead Activation Hub) to share files
externally.
We use our own Tasks tool (in the Lead
Activation Hub) to open office and HR
related requests, as well as to handle
business tasks and allocate them to
different teams and coworkers.
Each team may adopt specific tools
for specific purposes, but we do
try to keep it under control so that
information doesn’t end up spread
across too many locations.
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• These conditions can be extended to
direct relatives.

We’ve partnered up with a few
companies in order to offer you special
conditions when using their services.

Bars & Restaurants

Banks

Il Pizzaiolo Coliseu:
• 20% off executive menus
(Monday to Friday, except holidays,
from 12 to 15pm).

Bankinter:
• special conditions for current
accounts, mortgages, personal loans
and investment funds
ActivoBank:
• special conditions for current
accounts, credit cards, personal
loans and mortgages
Since protocol details change from time
to time, please ask our office managers
for more information.

Gyms
Fitness Hut
• Free subscription and weekly
fee of 3,98€.
Holmes Place Porto Baixa
• Monthly fee of 53,70€ paid directly
by BySide to Holmes Place (from
your gross salary), with free access
to the Porto-Baixa gym, without any
time restrictions13.
• Subscription costs 25€ (or the
applicable promotional value at time
time of enrollment).
• Free towels.
• Monthly contract.

Letraria Craft Beer Garden:
• 10% off food & drinks.
Cervejarias Brasão:
• 10% off the menu.
Sushi&Co:
• 10% off (use promocode: BYSIDE)
Eat Tasty:
• no delivery fee, offer of an entree,
soup, dessert or drink on all orders.
(use promocode: BYSIDEOPO)

Schools
ISTEC (Instituto Superior de Tecnologias
Avançadas): no enrollment fee and 10%
off the monthly tuition fee.

Hotels
Acta Hotels: 10 to 20% off, (conditions
may apply, check the Protocols
document for the full conditions).

13. If you’d like to access other locations, please ask
our Office Manager for details
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Wrap-up. You are
now part of our
vision for the future!
Well done for getting through this brief
introduction to our company (here’s
hoping you didn’t just jump straight
to the conclusion… we’ve all done
that before, right?).

We know it’s too much information,
and we’re not expecting you to know
everything by heart. Pro tip: keep your
Welcome Book somewhere on your desk,
you will probably feel the need to go
through it again to find answers to dayto-day questions.
To sum things up:
Our mission (at BySide) is to develop
strong partnerships with our corporate
customers by designing and executing
valuable marketing and sales strategies
on top of our integrated platform.

Our mission (at Bytalk) is to create
a simple yet complete digital
communication tool for small and
medium sized businesses.
Our purpose (for both) is to improve our
customers’ business results while making
digital simple.
Our vision (as a company) is to build
two top-of-mind brands when it comes
to accelerating sales and improving
customer communication in the B2B
space.
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Don’t worry if it doesn’t
work right. If everything
did, you’d be out of a job.
M OS H E R ’S L AW O F
S O F T WA R E E N G I N E E R I N G

OK
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